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The  King’s High-Seer has passed away after a long and faithful service. Now the King 
is uncertain of the future and its many challenges and the position for a new High-Seer 
needs to be filled as soon as possible. The word is put forth to the villages that the 
search for a successor has begun. Now it is up to the Village seers to show their might. 
A challenge has been issued; the seers need to create the most accurate weather 
prophecies in the upcoming weeks in order to be called to service the King, yielding the 
highest honour to their village.

Vedur is an action selection deck-builder game for 2 - 4 players, ages 12 
years and older. There are two versions of the game, the Basic game and the  
Advanced game. The playing time is about 10 minutes per player in the basic 
game, 20 minutes per player in the advanced game.

In Vedur, players take on the role of one of the 4 village Seers, each having their 
own way to foresee and accumulate their visions of the future in order to reveal 
their weather prophecies.

They visit their village townsfolk to search for omens that they can then use 
to predict the weather in the most powerful and reliable way through ancient 
omen-lore, rituals and spirit-talking. They can even open up a portal to their 
preferred spirit realm, seeking aid directly from the elemental spirits.

When the King is content, he will call the most accurate Seer to the court to 
become his new High-seer.

May the most resourceful Seer prevail!

ABOUT THE GAME
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SETUP - BASIC GAME

THE CENTRAL BOARD

Place both of the Central boards in the middle of the play area within reach 
of all players, letting the flat sides touch. In a 2-player game only use 1 
Central board, as seen on the picture below.

Shuffle the weather tiles and place down equal amount on the 2 storage tile 
spaces (only 1 space in a 2-player game, as seen below) spiral up:

2 players - 14 tiles, 3 players - 16 tiles, 4 players - 18 tiles

Remove the remaining tiles, they will not be used during the game.

Fill all of the weather tile spaces on the Central board from the piles with 
face up weather tiles, use 6 tile spaces in a 4-player game, 4 tile spaces in 
a 3-player game, 3 tile spaces in a 2-player game.

Take all the Common weather cards (exclude the purple cards, they are only used 
in the advanced game), shuffle them and place on the box lid, the draw  
deck      . This is the Common cards draw deck.

Roll as many dice as there are weather tiles on the Central board and place 
one above each weather tile. These are bonuses for fulfilling a weather 
prophecy, i.e. finishing a weather tile.
For a simpler game, e.g. for younger players or quicker  
gameplay, skip the bonus dice (for advance game, see p.16). 
Then points will only be gained from cards used to finish a tile.

The Elixir cards are not 
used in the Basic game, 
only in the advanced 
game. Put them aside for 
now.

3
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THE PLAYER’S AREA
Each player selects a player board 
and takes all the matching coloured 
items:
- Player board & character tile
- 12 player’s starting cards, as seen   
   on the shield icon         in the      
   player’s colour
- 8 cubes
-       Scoring marker & shield token Not used in Basic game!

Place the player board in front of the player with the Basic side up, the town 
name. The back side of your character tile is not used in the basic game.

Place the player counting tokens onto 
the 0 space on the box lid, with the 50 
facing down.

The other spaces on the box lid will 
only be used in the advanced game.

Shuffle & place the 12 starting 
cards as a player draw deck on the 
left side of the player board. 

1

3 Draw the top 3 cards from 
your draw deck.Then draw 
2 cards from the Common 
card deck in the center. 
These 5 cards are your 
starting hand, and the 
basic hand size of 5 cards. 

2 Place the shield token onto 
the board, keep the 8 cubes 
near the player board.

1

3

2

Randomly select a starting player and hand that 
player the Starting player card. 

This completes the setup!
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GAME PLAY - BASIC GAME - overview

CHOOSE ONE ACTION
During a player’s turn, he MUST choose ONE of the  
3 available basic actions (or re-shuffle) on his player board, where 
he does ONE action by placing his Shield token on the action he 
wants to activate this turn:
1. Draw cards from Common cards draw deck 
2. Lay down & match weather cards with weather tiles
3. Mixture of both

Note! Players need to move to a new action space between turns, 
i.e.the same action cannot be used twice in a row.
FINISH THE TURN

Finish a weather tile
All players can participate in finishing any weather tiles. A weather 
tile is considered finished when all 4 cubes have been placed 
around the tile. When any weather tile is finished, all players that 
participated on the finished tile get points (p). Move the players 
tokens up on the scoring track accordingly.
Re-fill your hand
At the end of a player’s turn, the player re-fills his hand (if less 
then 5 cards) from his draw deck. If depleted, make a new draw 
deck from the discard pile.  Next player to the left goes next.
End of the game
The game end is triggered when no more weather tiles can be 
added to the Central board. Continue play up to the Starting player.
Now count the remaining points (laid down cards and finished 
tiles); the player with the most points wins & gains the position as 
the King’s Seer.

ACTION 
Players must choose 1 of 3 available actions, or re-shuffle (see page 7).

GET POINTS 
If a tile was finished, gain points. Take back cards from board to discard pile 
& refill hand, if needed. Next player to the left goes next.

GAME END
Continuing until a weather tile cannot be refilled on the Central board,  
triggering the end of the game.
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CHOOSE 1 OF THE 3 AVAILABLE BASIC ACTIONS

VISIT THE SALUR

DRAW UP TO 3 CARDS TO HAND
• Players draw 3 cards from the Common cards draw 

deck and place them in their hand. 

• The maximum number of cards that can be in hand at 
any time is 10 cards. Therefore, if a player already has 
9 cards in hand, he can only add 1 more. 

• In rare cases, if the Common  
cards deck gets depleated,  
the active players draws 
from his own draw deck      .

VISIT THE STOFA

DRAW CARDS TO HAND & LAY DOWN CARDS TO THE CENTRAL BOARD

• Players draw 2 cards from the Common cards draw 
deck and place them in their hand. If depleated, draw 
from player’s draw deck      . 

          AND 

• Players lay down 1 or 2 cards from their hand to the 
Central board (see details on next page).

• The maximum hand size is 10 cards.

• Can be done in any order, players can draw cards first 
then lay cards down, or vice versa.

AND
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VISIT THE HOF

LAY DOWN UP TO 4 CARDS TO THE CENTRAL BOARD
Players lay down 1-4 cards to the Central board,  
underneath a weather tile with a matching weather icon      : 

• Each weather card has a weather icon in the top left cor-
ner (1), along with an image of the weather it represents; 
rain, wind, cloud, sun, heat & cold (2). The icon in the top 
right corner (3) is the number of points the card gives. 
The icon on the card shows the card identity (a player’s 
card      or a Common card     (4) ).

• Each weather tile has an image of a weather phenome-
non (5), along with the 4 weather icons needed (6).

• When a card is laid under a tile, place a cube in the player’s colour (8) beside 
the matching icon on the tile. This both indicates ownership of that card as 
well as to show that 1 out of 4 needed weather icons has been matched.  

• When one or more weather tiles have all the needed cubes around it, 
they are considered finished.

• Any player can lay down any weather card under any matching tile, no 
player “owns” a tile.

• When placing a double icon weather card under a tile, only the upper 
half is valid        . Both icons on the card need to match with 2 icons on 
1 tile (9). It is not possible to match only 1 icon on a tile, also the card 
cannot be used to match 1 icon on 1 tile and second icon on another 
tile. An Elixir card in the advance game changes this rule. The lower  
part        is not in use, neither for scoring nor when counting      icons. 

END OF TURN - IF A WEATHER TILE WAS FINISHED, GAIN POINTS
1. ALL participating players (10) gain   according to the cards they laid  

under the finished tile(s), move the players’ token(s) up on the scoring track  
accordingly. Additionally, the player that laid down the last cube needed 
to finish the weather tile(s) gains the bonus on the dice above (see “The  
bonus dice”, page 7). He also takes the tile(s), for an endgame scoring bonus.

2. Sort the cards & cubes to the player(s) according to colour.
3. Gained card(s) are discarded to the     pile of the partisipating players boards. 
4. If the active player has less than 5 cards in hand, he draws back up to 5 from 

his OWN       pile. If empty, shuffle the     pile and make a new draw deck.
5. Place a new tile(s) from the weather tile draw deck, re-roll the bonus dice & 

place above the new weather tile. 
6. End of player’s turn. 
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VISIT YOUR HOF

1

2

3

4

6

5

10

8

9

7

The blue player lays down his Sun icon card (7), finishing the weather tile
(placing the forth cube). He does not score for (9) as it is not finished:   

TURN SCORING EXAMPLE

Has 1 cloud card, she scores 1 p. She moves her cloud card to her  
discard pile     .
Has 1 sun card, he scores 1 p. He discards his sun card to his discard 
pile    .
Has 1 wind card and 1 sun card, + the 3 p die bonus so he scores 5 
p. He takes both of his cards and places them in his dicard pile     . 

THE BONUS DICE

Gain 3 points
Gain 4 points
Gain 2 points for each     card 
in player’s colour
Gain 2 points for each     card
owned by the player

The player that finished the tile(s) 
gain the bonus shown on the dice 
above; 3 or 4      or accumulated  
for HIS cards only:

NOTE! A player can use ONE WHOLE turn to discard all/any of his cards from hand. The 
player then re-shuffles both the draw deck & discard deck together to form a new 
draw deck. Draw up to 5 new cards from draw pile, to form a new hand. 
Nothing more can be done during the turn. Move the player token
on top of the town name to indicate that he is re-shuffling.
During his next turn, he can choose any basic action he wants!

DISCARD PLAYER’S HAND & RE-SHUFFLE BOTH PILES TOGETHER

9

Example of a double 
icon weather card.

are not valid.

4

Note!     &     on double sided cards 
are counted only once when scoring.
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SETUP - ADVANCED GAME

SETUP - PLAY AREA

• Take all the Elixir cards (1) & the Common weather cards (2), and 
shuffle them together to create the Omen cards deck (3). Place 
the deck face down on the draw pile space        on the lid (4).

• The      space is for the trashed cards (5). ALL trashed cards are 
placed in a pile during the game. In rare cases, the draw pile can 
be depleated. If so, re-shuffle     and make a new      .

• Draw the top 4 cards from the Omen deck and place 
them in the 2,1,1,0 slots at the edge of the box lid (6). 
These 4 cards are here after reffered to as the Source. 

• The Central board setup is the same, except more weather tiles: 

2 players - 16 tiles, 3 players - 20 tiles, 4 players - 24 tiles

SETUP - PLAYERS

The same setup as in the Basic game, with some minor changes:

• Turn the player board with the advanced side up,  
town name down (7). The other side of the character tile is also 
used; it is an aid for the advanced action that can be done.

• Place the weather token on the upper part of the board (8), 
and the shield token on the lower part (9). The weather token 
represents your Spirit guide aiding you from his Spirit Realm. 

• Place the player counting token on the 5 space on the scoring 
track on the box lid, point icon up (10).

• The counting token is flipped to the “50” side when the player 
passes the “50” points.

  
• Shuffle the player cards ( ), place them on the left side of the 

player board (11) and draw 3. Then draw 2 cards from the Omen 
deck (4) and add to the hand, having a total of 5 cards in your hand.  
This is the starting hand (12) of the player. 

Setup is complete!
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ADVANCED GAME - CENTRAL SETUP

ADVANCED GAME - PLAYER SETUP
7

9

8

10

11

12

Wild card Elixir card
Double icon 

weather card
Single icon 

weather card
Can be used 

as any weather 
icon. Place cube 
beside chosen 

icon.

Single use.  
Trash after 
activation.

Can only be 
used under 
tiles with 2 
of the same 

icons.

Only top 
icon(s) can be 
used, same 

goes for  
double cards.
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GAME PLAY - ADVANCED GAME

Choose one basic action, plus one optional spirit guide action

A) During each player’s turn, the player MUST DO 1 of the 3  
available Basic actions on his player board by placing his shield 
token on the action he wants to do this turn.
B) Additionally, the player can choose to do 1 of the 7 Spirit 
actions, by placing the weather token on the action space.
A & B can be done in any preffered order. 
NOTE! Players need to move to a new action space between turns 
(both A & B), i.e. the same action cannot be used twice in a row.
C) At the end of a player’s turn; gain     from cards & dice, discard 
(    ) all cards & take all cube(s) from any fulfilled weather tiles. Re-
fill the player’s hand (if less then 5) from his draw deck. If depleted, 
make a new draw deck from the discard pile. Re-fill all finished tiles. 
The next player to the left goes next.

For general gameplay, please read the basic section first.

THE ELIXIR CARDS - ADVANCED GAME only

In order to gain clarity and better abilities, the Seers drink potions and elixirs to 
further aid them in their task.
Elixir cards can only be played from hand to     pile face up at any time during 
a player’s turn; they are 1 time use. Except      cards, see below. The card 
activates immediately, it is not needed to pre activate any basic action before any 
Elixir cards are used.

THE ELIXIR CARDS

All gained cards go  
to hand

Copy 1 other player’s unique  
action of choice

Draw 1/2 card(s) to hand from  
player draw pile Draw 2 cards to hand from 

player draw pile & lay down 
1 to the central boardLay down 1/2 card(s) to the  

central board

Elixir cards with    is a permanent upgrade for the player. Each player can 
have 2 different      card types at any given time. But only ONE of each type! 
Activated immediately when gained, place it right away under the top of the play-
er board (above the        icon).
Players are free to TRASH the active       card at any time. If       cards come to 
the Source that are in use by all players, TRASH them and draw new from     .
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Each of the four Seers have their own way to understand and interpret 
their accumulated omens and sources. To do so, the Seers calmly gath-
er at the Hof to get connected with their Spirit realm and make their 
ritual in order to reveal their weather prophecy.

VISIT YOUR HOF

• Players lay down 1-3 cards to the Central board (4 in the 
basic game), underneath a weather tile with a matching 
weather icon.

LAY DOWN UP TO 3 CARDS TO THE CENTRAL BOARD

In the Stofa, more personal connection can be made as it is more silent 
and private. Here, one can even practice their ritual and get connected 
with the spirit realm in order to fulfil their weather prophecy. 

VISIT THE STOFA

• Players lay down 1-2 cards to the Central board, same as 
the basic game.

LAY DOWN UP TO 2 CARDS & GAIN 2 CARDS FROM THE SOURCE

SEE MORE DETAILED EXPLANATION ON PAGES 12 -13.
NOTE! The actions can be done in any preferred order.

AND
• Players can gain up to 2 Omen cards from the Source,  

in exchange for their points. Place the gathered cards in 
the player’s discard pile, face up. 

• The value for each card is shown above it; 2,1 or 0 p. 
Lower the player’s points accordingly.

ACTIONS - CHOOSE 1 BASIC ACTION

THE ELIXIR        CARDS

You can use double cards as 
a single card; ignore 1 of the 
icons. But gain the 4 points.

+1 to hand size (increase 
basic hand size to 6)

At the end of the game, gain
2 points for every 3 finished
weather tiles.

Each time you finish a tile, 
gain +1 point for each of your
shield cards underneath. A die 
with a      is not required.

All gained cards go  
to hand
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VISIT THE SALUR

• The value (energy loss) for the cards are 2,1 or 0 points, as seen 
above the cards. Players can gain up to 3 cards from the Source. 

• Choose the cards and decrease the points accordingly on the scoring 
track. It is not possible to go below 0 points.   

• The gained cards are placed in player’s discard pile, face up (    ). 
There are ways to get these cards to player’s hand through some Spirit 
actions and Elixir cards. Also when the player reshuffles his discarded 
cards into a new draw pile    .

• When an Omen card is removed from the Source, immediately move 
remaining cards to the right and refill from the       as needed.

GAME PLAY EXAMPLE

The blue player places his player token on the Salur icon on his player 
board to indicate that he will do the action: 
A) He can choose any of the 4 available cards in the Source:    
• He has his eye on the Wild card (1), the Copy players special action 

Elixir card (2) and the heat and cold card (3). 
B) He checks how much energy it will cost him to gain these Omens: 
• Wild card = 2, Elixir card = 1 & heat / cold card = 0. Total 3 p.
C) He takes the cards, places them in his discard pile & moves his         
counting token down on the scoring track accordingly. 
D) The Source is then arranged and refilled: 
• Move the remaining card(s) to the right most space (4).
• Draw cards from the Omen cards draw deck and fill the empty  

places as needed, face up (5).
• IF      gets depleated, make a new from     . Trash all drawn      .

The Seers seek powerful omens in order to fulfil their prophe-
cies, they are relying on their fellow townsfolk to provide them 
with sources. Some omens are weaker, some are stronger but 
all of them will aid in the task. What better place to collect the 
omens but in the Salur, where all travellers and town people 
gather to share their adventures.

But gathering resourceful omens can be time consuming and 
tiresome, draining the energy from the Seers.

GAIN UP TO 3 OMEN CARDS FROM THE SOURCE
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GAME PLAY EXAMPLE

1 2 3

5

4

D

B

A

C
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The Spirit Guides, already in the future, adjust the outcome accordingly.

SELECT THE FUTURE

• Look through the players discard pile and choose 2 cards, 
they can be cards that you have received during the same 
turn. 

• Place the cards to hand, can be used immediately.

CHOOSE 2 CARDS FROM THE DISCARD PILE

Within the depth of their ritual practice; through the rattling sound of the 
bones and the gore of the Sheep intestines, or the meditated dream state, 
or the calm observation of nature’s signatures, or the learning of the animals 
behaviours, the Seers go deep within to accumulate their omens and connect 
to their Spirit Guide. 
The Spirit Guides sense their chants and focused result through vibrating 
changes in the energy fields and being everywhere at any time, they adjust 
the outcome with a blink of a thought.

Thematically, when the Seers practice their rituals and ceremonies they gain 
access to their Spirit guides. The upper part of the player boards represent the 
4 different Spirit realms.
These four realms are based on the methods and ways the Seers use to 
gather their prophecies and omens;
 Accumulating prophecies and omens through dream analysis.

 Accumulating prophecies and omens through analysis of bones,  
 animal guts and runes.
 Accumulating prophecies and omens through nature analysis.

 Accumulating prophecies and omens through analysing animal  
 behaviour. 
There are seven spirit actions that players can optionally choose to do, these 
actions are not mandatory but they might aid them in their task. Four of these 
are the same among the players, but three of them are unique to each player.
Spirit actions dont need to be pre activated by any basic action to be used.

THE SPIRIT ACTIONS

ACTIONS - 4 STANDARD SPIRIT ACTIONS

THE SPIRIT ACTIONS
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Sensing deeper focus and clarity through the chants, the Spirit Guide  
empowers the predictions.

UPGRADE POWER

• Choose 1, 2 or 3 cards from the player’s hand and trash 
them by placing them in the trash pile on the box lid.

• Draw the top 1,2 or 3 cards from player’s draw pile to hand.

TRASH CARDS FROM HAND, DRAW FROM PLAYER DRAW DECK

Insufficient tales from the Sources trouble the Seers, a wish for change is sent 
to the Realm. Fresh memories awaken among the people, eagerly shared to 
those listening.

ERASE THE MEMORY

• Lay the weather token down on the lid on one of the 4  
available spaces between the draw deck and trash pile. 

• Trash all the 4 cards from the 2,1,1 & 0 spaces and refill 
with new cards from the Omens draw deck. 

TRASH CARDS FROM THE SOURCE, REFILL FROM THE DRAW DECK

Sensing unpleasantness with the gathered Omens, the Spirit Guide assem-
bles new Omens to the Seers.

REFRESH THE OMENS

• Choose any number of cards to hold in hand and discard the 
rest, place them in player’s discard pile    , face up. 

• Combine all cards in discard pile and all cards in your draw 
pile, shuffle them together to make a new draw pile 

• Draw new cards from player’s draw deck up to the basic  
hand size of 5. 

RENEW ANY NUMBER OF CARDS FROM HAND
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• Use the icon (top right corner of the player board) without 
laying down a weather card with the same icon.  

• Place a cube beside the matching icon on the weather tile 
to indicate that it has been matched. 

• If a die above has     , gain the bonus as if a players card. 

ACTIVATE THE PLAYER WEATHER ICON
CALL FOR WEATHER

=

=

=

=

UNIQUE FOR REYKHOLT

• Gain the top card from player’s draw pile and place it into 
hand. 

GAIN THE TOP CARD FROM THE DRAW PILE

CHOOSE ONE OF THE TWO “1” CARDS FROM THE SOURCE 
• Select either of the two “1” cards and place on top of 

player’s DRAW pile for free. Move and refill the remaining 
Omen cards accordingly. 

UNIQUE FOR GÁSAR

• Move the counting token up accordingly.

• Move and refill the remaining Omen cards accordingly.

TAKE THE CARD ON “0” SPACE FROM THE SOURCE TO HAND

GET 3 POINTS

UNIQUE FOR GAUTAVÍK

• Adjust to any preferred side. If playing without dice, take 2 
dice, roll them & choose 1 to gain the bonus  
(4p / 3p / 2p for     or     ).  

ADJUST 2 DICE TO A SIDE OF CHOICE

TRASH A CARD FROM HAND, TAKE A NEW CARD FROM SOURCE
• Trash a card from hand and take a new card of the same 

type from the Source to hand for free. There are 3 types 
of cards; Elixir cards, Weather cards with a single weather 
icon & Weather cards with double weather icons.

ACTIONS - 3 UNIQUE FOR EACH PLAYER
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No more weather tiles can be refilled (storage 
tile space is empty), triggering the end of the 
game. All players have finished their last turn.   
This is the status:

Red finishes the game with 41 p. He has 
only 1 card left on the central board, worth 
1 p. He finished 5 weather tiles, gaining 5 p.
Final score 47 points.

END GAME SCORING EXAMPLE

Yellow finishes with 44 p, she has 
no cards left on the board, but she  
collected 5 weather tiles, gaining 5 p. 
Final score 49 points. 

UNIQUE FOR KOLKUÓS

• Player is adjusting the current cards, no new cards will be 
drawn from the Omen deck.

REARRANGE ALL 4 CARDS IN THE SOURCE

LOOSE 2 POINTS TO GAIN 2 CARDS 
• Loose 2     . Draw the top 3 cards from the Omen card 

draw deck. Take 1 to hand      , discard 1      and trash 
1     .

GAME END - CLAIM A WINNER
• The game continues in clockwise order until the game end is triggered.
• The game end is triggered when the active player cannot REFILL a new tile 

onto the board.
• All other players then finish their turn up to the starting player.
• At the end of the game, all players count ALL of their remaining cards on the 

Central board at shown value. Add points accordingly.
• All players gain 1p for every weather tile they have (+2 for each 3, a        card).
• The player with the highest points wins! In case of a tie, the player with the 

most weather tiles fulfilled wins, if still a tie share the win. 

»»

»

»Blue finishes with 43 p. He has 1 card left 
on the board worth 2 p & he finished 7 
weather tiles, gaining 7 p extra for that. He 
passes the 50 p mark, flipping his marker.   
Final score 52 points. Winner!
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VEDUROPEDIA

THE ICELANDIC WEATHER TYPES

Iceland is a harsh place to live in, even more so during the middle ages. To 
know the weather was a matter of survival. Vedur is inspired by stories of the 
people that, through their own merit and information passed on to them from 
their ancestors, could predict and foresee the upcoming weather in Icelandic 
and Scandinavian tales. If it was a calculated guess or based on knowledge 
is not known, but it was at least a skill that was highly sought after by the 
leaders of the time.

The Arctic Circle passes just north of Iceland, making it a land of extreme 
weather. There is a saying in Iceland; if you don’t like the weather, wait 5 min-
utes.  Here are a few facts about the Icelandic weather:

• There are over 150 different names for snow; among them hundslappadrí-
fa, which could be translated as sticks-to-dogs-leg-wetsnow.

• The winds in the mountains can become extreme, up to 80 m/s.
• Hence the name, the average winter cold in Iceland is about +2°
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PROPHESIES OF THE PAST

4 DIFFERENT WAYS TO PREDICT

In medieval times, knowledge was everything. The leaders of that time did an-
ything to gain knowledge; Seers were thought to be a reliable source. The old 
time Seers were not seen so much as owners of power for themselves, but in-
stead as ones who knew how to influence the spiritual forces of nature for good; 
to work with their beings and spirits to maintain order and harmony. Knowledge 
of what lies ahead, was not only deeply connected with superstition, but also 
with power & control. A farsighted Seer was a true asset.  

ANIMALIST. Observes the animals’ behaviours; how the birds flock 
together, how the sheep flock into shelters on a bright evening, how 
the ravens crow late at night, how the insects move to more moist 
grounds. The animalists had a keen eye on all animal behaviour; a 
trade learned and passed on through generations.    

Urður The Animalist. The name comes from Norse Mythology about Urður 
Verðandi Skuld; the 3 witches of past, present and future.

NATURIST. Observes the nature and analysis how it reacts to its 
surroundings; how the mountains become red in the twilight and blue 
in the morning, how the flowers dont open even on a sunny day, how 
the trees turn their leaves, how the ocean tides change or the surf 
hits the rocks on a clear calm day.

Loftur The Naturist. An Icelandic medieval magician, called Galdra-Loftur. He 
was claimed to use runes, herbs and rituals to remove bad spirits or illnesses.

DREAMER. Used meditation, calmness rituals and dreams to make 
their predictions. Keen eye for odd behaviour of people, omens and 
gossips that were interpreted in favour of the outcome. Collected 
dream stories and tales from their fellow townsfolk; if a common 
thread was in the dreams then something was afoot.

Friðmey The Dreamer. No known connection to a living or fairy person.

RUNECASTER. A dark ritual character, often connected with evil 
deeds or satanic rituals. They used animal intestines, bones and 
blood to gain their readings. Old Fuþark runes were often used as 
sources for their predictions, but not as a word meaning but more as 
how they aligned against each other when thrown down; cast a rune.

Geiri The Runecaster. A sorcerer known as Galdra-Geiri, who lived in the 16th 
century. He claimed to use magic runes originated from the Vestfjords to hurt 
his enemies and wake up ghosts and bad beings; among them a zombie bull 
called Þorgerisboli which was said to cause illness, bad happenings and death 
to those that saw it.
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THE ELIXIR CARDS

All gained cards go  
to hand

Copy 1 other player’s unique  
action of choice

Draw 1/2 card(s) to hand from  
player draw pile

Draw 2 cards to hand from  
player draw pile & lay down 
1 to the central board.

Lay down 1/2 card(s) to the  
central board

You can use double cards as 
a single card; ignore 1 of the 
icons. But gain the 4 points.

+1 to hand size (increase 
basic hand size to 6)

At the END of the game, gain
2 points for every 3 finished
weather tiles.

Each time you finish a tile, 
gain +1 point for each of your
shield cards underneath.

THE ACTUAL MEDEIVEL TOWNS IN THE GAME
All of the players’ villages are actual medieval villages that existed in Iceland. 
Although today nothing is left remaining & previous glory long gone, they 
were a vital flourishing harbour & trading places from the 9th - 15th century. 

Located in the mid Northern Iceland, Kolokuós was men-
tioned as one of the main harbouring area as far back as the 
9th century. It had good natural protection from the harsh 
northern sea. Abandoned in the 16th century. 

Another Northern Iceland location, Gásar was the main trad-
ing place for the North from 12 - 14th century. It is believed 
to have been abandoned in 1390 when a large landslide 
changed the course of the river, ruining the harbour.

Located in the East, Gautavík was the main harbour & trad-
ing place during the Settlement ages on the 8-11th century 
in the East. Þangbrandur, a Norse priest came there in the 
year 1000, carrying a Bible in 1 hand & a sword in the other.

The only medieval village not located on the shore. Home 
to Iceland’s greatest chieftains in the 9-14th century. Snorri 
Sturluson lived here during the 12th century Sturlunga age, 
when a civil war crushed Iceland. The only known location of 
a fortified wooden barracks in Iceland, built for seige.


